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Credit: 2 hours/week, lecture
2 units
None
An overview of the employment
opportunities that exist within the newspaper
industry. An in-depth look at the various
job categories within the newsroom,
including a full description of each position,
as well as an explanation of educational
and work-experience requirements.
Professionals will discuss the responsibilities
of each of their respective fields of expertise.
Yes
Credit/No Credit
N.A.

A first-hand look at every aspect of the newsroom operation through the eyes of
professional journalists. Reporters, editors, photographers, artists, designers and printers
will describe in detail their educational background, work experience, on-the-job
responsibilities, deadline pressures, pay scales, opportunities for advancement, and level
of job satisfaction. Students will have an opportunity to meet a broad cross section of
working journalists. A rare opportunity to network, discuss and ask questions of
professionals who are considered the tops in their field.

IV COURSE OBJECTIVES

Upon successful completion of this course, the student will be expected to:

I) Understand the departmental structure of newspaper companies

2) Identify the various positions and opportunities that exist in a modem newspaper
operation

3) Comprehend the educational qualifications and work experience required of these
positions

4) Explain the responsibilities of each of these newsroom positions

5) Discuss current methods of news gathering and production



6) Define their own educational goals and plan a career path that could lead to ajob
as a professional journalist

7) Examine and appreciate the importance of meeting deadlines

8) Develop contacts with professional journalists who will be able to help guide
them in their career pursuits

9) Recognize the potential of new technologies in the dissemination of news,
information and entertainment

10) Formulate a realistic view of the various positions, pay scales and benefits
available in the field of journalism

V. COURSE CONTENT

A course moderator will conduct approximately 15 two-hour guest
lectures/discussions relating to the field of journalism, each featuring a different aspect of
the newsroom operation. Professional journalists will be invited as guest lecturers to
discuss their expertise in each of the following areas:

A. Reporting the news
I) beat reporting
2) assignment reporting
3) investigative/enterprise reporting

B. Editing
I) copy editing
2) assignment editing
3) section editing

C. Photography
I) news photography
2) feature photography
3) studio photography/photo illustration

D. Design
I) page design
2) special section design
3) infographics

E. Production
1) pagination
2) paste-up
3) printing

F. Management
1) Publisher
2) Editor
3) Managing Editor
4) City or Metro Editor
5) News Editor



G. New directions/other opportunities in journalism
1) trade journalism
2) community/alternative/ethnic journalism
3) Internet journalism

H. Alternative paths in journalism
1) Public Relations
2) Advertising
3) Radio
4) Television

VI INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments: As a final project in this course, students will be required to
develop a clear outline of their career goals in journalism, define their educational goals and
create a work plan that will enable them to achieve their goals. In addition, students will be
required to take at least one field trip to a large newspaper facility and make a report of their
visit to the class.

B. Evaluation: In this credit/no credit course, attendance will be mandatory (more
than three absences will result in a no credit evaluation). In addition, participation in the
form of discussion and questions will be mandatory. As far as grading, the primary
assignment and purpose of this class will be to develop an outline of career objectives and
to design an educational/work plan that will help students achieve their goals.

In order to complete this course, students will be required to visit media facilities to
get a first-hand view of the work environment, organizational set-up of the newsroom, and
a sense of the work flow and various job responsibilities. Their written and verbal report of
their tour will be evaluated.

The goal of this course is to have students understand how a newsroom operates, to
identify job categories that they may be interested in pursuing as a career, to make sure they
comprehend the educational and work experience requirements of pursuing such a career
(as well as the type of pay and benefits they can expect, and the opportunities for
advancement that exist in a career as a journalist).

C. Text and Other Materials:

*TBA
* In addition, the moderator and guest speakers will make available handouts on

each of the specific topics discussed.

VII REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION

Credit / Degree Applicable (meets all standards of Title V. Section 55002 (a)
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